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Abstract— A parallel corpus plays an important role in both statistical and neural machine transla-
tions. There are several parallel corpora for resource-rich language pairs. However, parallel corpora are
usually readily unavailable for low-resource language pairs such as Chinese-Burmese, English-Burmese,
and Thai-Burmese. Bridging source and target languages with a pivot language is an important approach
and it has been especially widely used in statistical machine translation. This paper investigates the
appropriateness of Asian languages as pivot languages for English-to-Burmese machine translation with
freely available online machine translation services. The five small English-Burmese parallel corpora
were constructed based on the five English-Burmese bilingual books for the evaluation process. The
experimental results with Yandex, Baidu, Bing, and Google machine translation services show that the
pivot machine translation approach without using parallel corpora provide some promising translation
results. Moreover, the BLEU score results revealed that the Indonesian language is the best pivot
language over any other examined Asian languages.

Index Terms—Pivot machine translation, Phrase-based statistical machine translation, Online ma-
chine translation services, English-Burmese machine translation, Low resources language pairs

I. Introduction

THE statistical machine translation (SMT) is used for
machine learning task of designing and developing

statistical models and algorithms to translate texts from
a source language into a target language. Parallel corpora
are collection of text in one language and their equivalent
translation to other languages. In machine translation
research area, some language pairs include a huge number
of parallel corpus which are easy to receive and ready to
use. On the contrary, a low resource language pair is only
a few of parallel corpus in small size or even not found
at all. The rare of parallel corpus will directly cause to a
bad translation. Burmese is a low resource language and
the parallel corpus for Burmese to other languages such as
Asian languages are not easy to find.

Moreover, pivot machine translation is to construct
machine translation systems for a language pair where the
availability of its parallel corpus (X-Z) is either absent or
comparably smaller than the parallel corpora paired with a
‘pivot’ language ‘Y’, i.e., the X-Y and Y-Z corpora. When
the parallel corpus of X-Z is small, taking advantage of
X-Y and Y-Z corpora is the main approach of translating
sentences from X to Z. It is one of the enabling techniques
to build machine translation system for low-resource lan-
guages. Several pivot approaches are sentence translation
or transfer method, triangulation method and synthetic
method.
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In this paper, we focus on the situations where small
parallel corpora is available. The data sparseness problem
suffered by phrase-based statistical machine translation
system (PBSMT) when trained on small parallel corpora.
Therefore, the pivot machine translation (English - Asian
languages – Burmese) for small corpora are analysed by
utilizing free available machine translation services such as
“Google Translate”, “Yandex Translate”, “Baidu Trans-
late” and “Bing Translate”. The experiments were con-
ducted by using phrase-based SMT with parallel corpora
to observe the performance of translation. Moreover, small
parallel corpora are built from English to Asian languages
and Asian languages to Burmese language pair based on
five English-Burmese bilingual books such as Constitution
of the Republic of the Union of Myanmar in 2008 [1] and
report book for the circumstance of Myanmar after Nargit
[3], etc.

II. Related Works
In this section, the related works from phrase-based

SMT and pivot machine translation are presented.
Chao-Hong Liu et al. [6] described that the pivot ma-

chine translation used the Chinese language as a pivot
language. This paper presented the performance of pivot
machine translation with the United Nations Parallel Cor-
pus v1.0 (UN6Way) [7] based on pivot language such as
English and Chinese. In addition, the experiments are
analyzed for direct translation using SMT and NMT.
Direct MT systems were still better than pivot MT system
using the subset of 5,000K sentences pairs in UN ways
corpus.

Zar Zar Hlaing et al. [8] presented that the SMT and
NMT performance analyzed the increasing corpus exten-
sion using Google, SYSTRAN and Yandex Translate in
online machine translation services. Firstly, the existing
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corpus was extended using three freely available online
machine translation services for English (en) and Thai
(th) language pair. The performance of three statistical
machine translation and neural machine translation was
compared based on the original ASEAN-MT corpus and
the extended version which is the double size of the
original corpus. The experiment results showed that the
performance of extended corpus improved 2.6% for th-en,
4.2% for en-th using SMT and 5.5% using NMT.

Sari Dewi Budiwati et al. [9] applied that statistical
machine translation used multiple pivots for low resource
languages. The experiments investigated many combina-
tions of four phrase tables of multiple pivots on low
resource language pairs in phrase-based SMT. The pivot
languages were used as English, Myanmar, Malay and
Filipino. The results showed the combination of multiple
pivots outperformed the baseline.

Michael Paul et al. [10] presented that pivot language
selection was important case for statistical machine trans-
lation. The aim of this study was to support next research
on machine translation between under-resourced language
pairs. Therefore, the suitable languages other than English
used as pivot language. Pivot translation experiments
using SMT techniques are carried out to translate between
twelve languages which improved the translation quality
of 61 language pairs when an English language was not
used as the pivot language.

III. Parallel Corpora Building
Burmese (Myanmar language) is a low resource lan-

guage, as the first step, the small parallel corpora of
five books from English to Burmese were built. These
corpora have 1,998 lines in Constitution of the Republic
of the Union of Myanmar in 2008 [1], 431 lines in Gender
and Political Participation in Myanmar [2], 3,481 lines
in Meandering to Recovery (Post-Nargis Social Impacts
Monitoring Ten Years After) [3], 1,133 lines in Parlia-
mentary Research Training Manual [4] and 2,136 lines in
Performance Analysis for State and Region Hluttaws of
Myanmar [5].

IV. Methodology
In this section, the methodology of phrase-based SMT

and the free online machine translation services used for
the process of pivot translation from English to Burmese
are described.

A. Phrase-based Statistical Machine Translation (PB-
SMT)

Phrase based translation system works on the phrasal
units [11]. A phrase is a simple sequence of words and
not a linguistically motivated phrase. A phrase-based
translation model typically achieves better performance
than word-based models. A simple phrase-based transla-
tion model consists of phrase-pair probabilities that are
extracted from the corpus and a basic reordering model,

and algorithm to extract the phrases to build a phrase-
table [12].

The phrase translation model is built on noisy channel
model. The best translation ebest that maximizes the
translation probability P (e|f) given the source sentences.
Here, French (f) is the source language and an English
(e) is the target language. The translation of a source
language as French sentence (f) into target language as
English sentence (e) is modeled as:

ebest = argmaxeP (e|f) (1)

Applying the Bayes’ rule, we can factorized the P (e|f)
into three parts.

P (e|f) = P (e)

P (f)
P (f |e) (2)

The final formulation of phrase-based model is as fol-
lows:

argmaxeP (e|f) = argmaxeP (f |e)P (e) (3)

The standard phrase-based model has two components,
the translation model P (f |e) and the language model
P (e). However, the translation model actually can be split
into two models, the phrase-translation model ϕ(f i, ei)
and the distortion or reordering model d(starti−endi−1−
1).

B. Pivot Machine Translation Using Free Online Ma-
chine Translation services

Pivot Machine translation uses to build English to
Burmese systems without parallel data of the English-
Burmese language pair. Asian languages as ‘pivot’ lan-
guages were used to build English to Burmese machine
translation by using free online machine translation ser-
vices. “Google Translate”, “Yandex Translate”, “Baidu
Translate” and “Bing Translate” were used to translate
the source to pivot languages and pivot languages to target
language as in Fig.1. In this case, pivot languages owned
from the translation of English using free online machine
translation services.

1) Google Translate, a free machine translation service
was developed by Google. This service can support
to translate text and websites from one language
to another languages. Google Translate launched in
April 2006 with a statistical machine translation
service, it used English as a pivot language instead
of source to target direct translation. In November
2016, it changed to a neural machine translation
engine named Google Neural Machine Translation
(GNMT) which translates “whole sentences” at a
time [13]. Google translate is used over 500 million
users [14]. However, only 5,000 maximum number
of characters are allowed per translation.

2) Yandex Translate was implemented by Yandex which
is a free online machine translation web service
[15]. It was lunched as beta mode of translation
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in 2011. The service can support 96 languages
and 10,000 maximum numbers of characters per
translation. According to our knowledge, a hybrid
machine translation system which combines neural
and statistical approaches was utilized by Yandex
Translate to receive high quality machine translation
[16]. Yandex translation is more accurate than the
other online machine translation services especially
with Russian language, either as source or target
language.      

3) Baidu Translate is an online translation service
launched in February 2011 by Baidu [17]. It
supports nearly 200 languages. Users from different
countries of the world easily access the information
in Chinese and get in touch with the Chinese local
service providers. Baidu Translate is based on neural
machine translation and add a completely different
method from MOSES, the most popular open source
phrase-based machine translation system to obtain
the better results.

4) Bing Translate (previously known as Windows Live
translator) is a free online machine translation ser-
vice provided by Microsoft. It was launched in 2007
and provides free text and website translations on
the web. This service supports 73 language systems
and 79 different language systems in October 2020.
It used phrase-based SMT, syntax-based SMT and
updated with neural machine translation as a default
method of translating in May 2018. It allows 5,000
maximum numbers of characters per translation.

V. Experiments
A. Corpora Statistics
The experiments were conducted based on two types

of corpora. The first one is constructed with five small
parallel corpora (2008 Constitution, Gender and Political,
Nargit, Parliament research and Performance analysis) as
mentioned in section III and the second is the combination
of these five parallel corpora as the one corpus that
includes 9,179 lines. In these experiments, the corpora are
divided into 80% of the corpora for training data set, 10%
of the corpora for development data set and remaining
10% for test data set.

B. Syllable Segmentation
In these experiments, the translated outputs from free

online machine translation services are not available in
exact and meaningful Burmese sentences and it is impos-
sible to use word level segmentation for these outputs.
Therefore, the translated outputs of these services are
converted into syllable unit and PBSMT is trained using
syllable unit segmentation for Burmese (Myanmar).

Burmese words are basically constructed the combina-
tion of multiple syllables, and most of the syllables are
composed of more than one character. The structure of

the syllable can be presented with Backus normal form
(BNF) as following:

Syllable := CMV [CK][D] (4)

Here, consonants mean C, medial is M, vowel is V, vowel
killer character is K, and diacritic characters is D. A rule-
based approach, finite state automation (FSA) or regular
expressions (RE) are used to segment Myanmar syllable
(https://github.com/ye-kyaw-thu/sylbreak).

C. Moses SMT
PBSMT system provided by the Moses toolkit which are

used for training in these experiments [18]. GIZA++ [19]
was used to align the word segmented of source language
with target language. The alignment was symmetrized by
grow-diag-final and heuristic. The lexicalized reordering
model was trained with the msd-bidirectional-fe option
[20]. KenLM [21] was used in these experiments for train-
ing the 5-gram language model with modified Kneser-Ney
discounting [22]. Minimum error rate training (MERT)
[23] was used for tuning the decoder parameters and the
decoding was done by using the Moses decoder (version
2.1.1) [18]. The experiments used default settings of Moses
for all experiments.

D. Sentence Translation or Transfer Method in Pivot
Machine Translation

The transfer method first translates the source language
into pivot language using source pivot translation system,
and then from pivot language to target language through
the pivot target translation system. In this section, the
process of pivot machine translation and pivot languages
are described.

1) Yandex Translate: the English sentences are
translated into pivot languages using Yandex
Translate and the output sentences of the pivot
languages are translated into Burmese using Google
Translate as in Fig.1. Ten Asian languages such as
Chinese, Hindi, Indonesian, Japanese, Khmer, Lao,
Malay, Mongolian, Sinhala, and Thai were selected
as the pivot languages in Yandex Translate.

2) Baidu Translate: the English sentences are translated
into pivot languages using Baidu Translate and
the output sentences of the pivot languages are
translated into Burmese using Google Translate as
in Fig.1. Nine Asian languages such as Chinese,
Hindi, Indonesian, Japanese, Khmer, Lao, Malay,
Sinhala and Thai were chosen as the pivot languages
in Baidu Translate. In this case, Baidu Translate
cannot support for Mongolian.

3) Bing Translate: the English sentences are translated
into pivot languages using Bing Translate and
the output sentences of the pivot languages are
translated into Burmese using Google Translate
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as in Fig.1. Six Asian languages such as Chinese,
Hindi, Indonesian, Japanese, Malay and Thai were
chosen as the pivot languages in Bing Translate.
In this case, Baidu Translate cannot support for
Khmer, Lao, Mongolian and Sinhala.

Fig. 1: The pivot machine translation using free online
machine translation services

Burmese cannot be supported in every free online ma-
chine translation service especially in Baidu and Bing
Translate in this study. Google and Yandex Translate can
translate different language to Burmese in both directions.
Although Google Translate cannot give 100% accuracy, it
can better translate for Burmese than the Yandex Trans-
late according to the knowledge of the Burmese’s native
speakers. Therefore, the experiments were designed to
translate from pivot language into Burmese using Google
Translate.

E. Evaluation
BLEU, RIBES and chrF++ were used to evaluate the

machine translation outputs in these experiments. These
are the de facto standard automatic evaluation metric
Bilingual Evaluation Understudy (BLEU) [24], the Rank-
based Intuitive Bilingual Evaluation Measure (RIBES)
[25] and character n-gram F score (chrF++) [26]. The
BLEU score determines the precision of n-gram (overall
n ≤ 4 in our case) with respect to a reference translation
with a penalty for short translations. Intuitively, the
BLEU score measures the adequacy of the translation and
largest BLEU scores are best. RIBES is an automatic
evaluation metric which based on rank correlation coef-
ficients modified with precision and special care is paid
to word order of the translation results. The RIBES score
is appropriate for distance language pairs such as English
and Burmese. The larger the RIBES scores, the better the
translation quality. chrF++ [26] is an automatic evalu-
ation which is based on character n-gram precision and
recall enhanced with word n-grams. The F-score calculates
average on all character and word, where the default order
of word n-gram is 2 and character n-gram is 6.

VI. Result and Discussion
The BLEU score of PBSMT and pivot machine trans-

lation using free online machine translation services based
on five parallel corpora are shown in Figures 2,3,4 and
5. Figure 2 shows the BLEU score of PBSMT in both
directions. According to the result in Figure 2, the “2008
Constitution” corpus achieved the highest BLEU score
(47.31 in English-Burmese and 31.12 in Burmese-English)

among other corpora in both directions. Interestingly, the
results with each parallel corpus indicate that English to
Burmese translation is better performance than Burmese
to English translation direction.

The BLEU scores of pivot machine translation using free
online machine translation services based on five parallel
corpora are shown in Figure 3 for Yandex Translate,
Figure 4 for Baidu Translate and Figure 5 for Bing
Translate. Comparison of pivot languages, Indonesian and
Hindi in Yandex Translate, Chinese and Indonesian in
Baidu Translate, and Indonesian and Malay in Bing Trans-
late described the better score in each parallel corpus.
Moreover, Bing Translate in these free online machine
translation services got the highest BLEU scores such as
37.00 in “2008 Constitution” corpus, 28.38 in “Gender and
Political” corpus, 22.56 in “Nargit” corpus, and 19.41 in
“Performance Analysis” corpus except 31.38 BLEU score
in “Parliamentary Research” corpus with Yandex Trans-
late. On the other hand, Bing Translate cannot support all
selected 10 Asian languages as pivot languages like other
translation services in these experiments. It can provide six
languages (Chinese, Hindi, Indonesian, Japanese, Malay,
Thai) in the selected pivot languages. In Figure 4, pivot
languages as Khmer and Lao achieved lower scores than
other languages in Baidu. In these experiments, “2008
Constitution” and “Parliamentary Research” achieved the
best scores among five parallel corpora.

We have selected that the highest BLEU score of each
parallel corpora conducted with the pivot machine trans-
lation from Figure 3,4 and 5 to compare the PBSMT
result. Table. I shows that the BLEU score of PBSMT and
pivot machine translation based on five parallel corpora.
PBSMT received better BLEU score in 2008 constitution
and Performance Analysis. The pivot machine translation
using Bing translate got higher performance than PB-
SMT on other three corpus. Interestingly, pivot machine
translation provide better translation than PBSMT on the
smallest corpus (431 lines in Gernder and Political corpus).

The next experiment is based on the combined corpus
(9,179 lines). The BLEU scores of pivot machine trans-
lation using free online machine translation services are
shown in Figure 6. In this figure, Indonesian in pivot lan-
guages achieved the highest BLEU score in each free online
machine translation service such as 26.99 in Yandex Trans-
late, 26.47 in Baidu Translate and 27.29 in Bing Translate.
The Figure 6 also shows that Malay language provide the
second highest score for two online machine translation
services (Baidu and Bing); therefore, we can consider it as
a good pivot language for English to Burmese translation.
Table. II shows the BLEU, RIBES and chrF++ scores of
PBSMT and the highest result of pivot machine transla-
tion in Figure 6. In Table. II, PBSMT achieved the highest
BLEU and chrF++ scores than pivot machine translation
but pivot machine translation got the best RIBES score.
Of the three online machine translation services, Yandex
Translate achieved the highest RIBES score, while Bing
Translate achieved the highest BLEU score.

Table. III shows some translation examples of PBSMT
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Fig. 2: The BLEU scores of Phrase-based SMT based on the five parallel corpora in both directions

Fig. 3: The BLEU scores of English-to-Burmese pivot machine translation using ”Yandex Translate” for each parallel
corpus

TABLE I: The BLEU scores of PBSMT and Pivot Machine Translation for five construced parallel corpora

Corpus PBSMT Pivot Machine Translation
Yandex Baidu Bing

2008 Constitution 47.31 35.07 35.7 35.79
Gender and Political 18.22 27.51 27.07 28.38

Nargit 20.23 21.82 21.7 22.56
Parliamentary Research 22.26 31.38 29.37 30.06
Performance Analysis 22.93 18.19 17.62 19.41
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Fig. 4: The BLEU scores of English-to-Burmese pivot machine translation using ”Baidu Translate” for each parallel
corpus

Fig. 5: The BLEU scores of English-to-Burmese pivot machine translation using ”Bing Translate” for each parallel
corpus

TABLE II: The BLEU, RIBES and chrF++ scores of PBSMT and Pivot Machine Translation for the combined corpus

Combine Corpus BLEU RIBES chrF++
PBSMT

(English-Burmese) 28.33 0.62977

c6+w2-F2
c6+w2-avgF2

45.3354
43.5437

Yandex
(English-Indonesian-Burmese) 26.99 0.700007 44.7449

43.4930
Baidu

(English-Indonesian-Burmese) 26.47 0.692384 43.6916
42.1431

Bing
(English-Indonesian-Burmese) 27.29 0.698874 44.8175

43.2448
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Fig. 6: The BLEU scores of pivot machine translation with the combined parallel corpus

TABLE III: Examples of English-Burmese Translation with PBSMT and Pivot Machine Translation Using Indonesian
as a Pivot Language

Machine Translation

Source (English)
1 7 2 . ( a ) The first regular session of the Region or State Hluttaw shall be
convened by the State Peace and Development Council after the Constitution
comes into operation.

Reference (Burmese)
၁ ၇ ၂ ။ ( က ) ဖွဲ စည်း ပုံ အ ေြခ ခံ ဥ ပ ေဒ အာ ဏာ တည် ပီး ေနာက် ပ ထ မ အ ကိမ်
တိုင်း ေဒသ ကီး သို မ ဟုတ် ြပည် နယ် လတ် ေတာ် ပုံ မှန် အ စည်း အ ေဝးကို ိုင် ငံ ေတာ်
ေအး ချမ်း သာ ယာ ေရး ှင့် ဖွံ ဖိuး ေရး ေကာင် စီ က ေခ ယူ ကျင်း ပ ရ မည် ၊

PBSMT Target: Burmese
၁ ၇ ၂ ။ ( က ) ိုင် ငံ ေတာ် ၏ ပထ မအ ကိမ် ပုံ မှန် အ စည်း အ ေဝး များ ကို တိုင်း ေဒ သ
ကီး သို မ ဟုတ် ြပည် နယ် လတ် ေတာ် အ စည်း အ ေဝး ေခ ယူ မ အ နည်း အ များ ြပည်
နယ် ဒီ မို က ေရ စီ အ ပီး အ ေြခ ခံ ဥ ပ ေဒ အတည် ြပu ြပာန်း ေဆာင် ရွက် ရ မည် ။

Pivot Machine Translation:
(Source → Yandex →

Pivot → Google → Target)

Pivot: Indonesian
1 7 2 . ( a ) pertama sesi reguler dari Wilayah atau Negara Hluttaw
harus diselenggarakan oleh the State Peace and Development Council setelah
Konstitusi datang ke dalam operasi .

Target: Burmese

1 7 2 ။ (က) လတ် ေတာ် နယ် နိ မိတ် သို မ ဟုတ် ြပည် နယ် ၏ ပ ထ မ အ ကိမ် ပုံ မှန် အ
စည်း အ ေဝး ကို ဖွဲ စည်း ပုံ အ ေြခ ခံ ဥ ပ ေဒ အ ေကာင် အ ထည် ေဖာ် ပီး ေနာက် ိုင် ငံ
ေတာ် ေအး ချမ်း သာယာ ေရး ှင့် ဖွံ ဖိuး ေရး ေကာင် စီ ကအိမ် ရှင် အ ြဖစ် လက် ခံ ကျင်း
ပ ရ မည် ။

Pivot Machine Translation:
(Source → Baidu →

Pivot → Google → Target)

Pivot: Indonesian
1 7 2.a ) Sesi biasa pertama dari wilayah atau negara Hluttaw akan dipanggil
oleh Dewan Perdamaian dan Pembangunan Negeri setelah Konstitusi mulai
bekerja .

Target: Burmese
၁ ၇ ၂။ က) ဖွဲ စည်း ပုံ အ ေြခ ခံ ဥ ပ ေဒ စ တင် ပီး ပါ က တိုင်း ေဒ သ ကီး သို မ ဟုတ်
ြပည် နယ် ၏ ပ ထ မ အ ကိမ် ပုံ မှန် အ စည်း အ ေဝး ကို ိုင် ငံ ေအး ချမ်း သာ ယာ ေရး
ှင့် ဖွံ ဖိuး ေရး ေကာင် စီ က ဆင့် ေခ လိမ့် မည် ။

Pivot Machine Translation:
(Source → Bing →

Pivot → Google → Target)

Pivot: Indonesian
1 7 2 . (a) Sesi reguler pertama Wilayah atau Negara Hluttaw akan dis-
elenggarakan oleh Dewan Perdamaian dan Pembangunan Negara setelah
Konstitusi mulai beroperasi.

Target: Burmese
1 7 2 ။ (က) လတ် ေတာ် နယ် နိ မိတ် သို မ ဟုတ် ြပည် နယ် ၏ ပ ထ မ အ ကိမ် ပုံ မှန် အ
စည်း အ ေဝး ကို ဖွဲ စည်း ပုံ အ ေြခ ခံ ဥ ပ ေဒ ေပ ေပါက် လာ သည် ှင့် တ ပိuင် နက် ိုင်
ငံ ေတာ် ေအး ချမ်း သာ ယာ ေရး ှင့် ဖွံ ဖိuး ေရး ေကာင် စီ က အိမ် ရှင် အ ြဖစ် လက် ခံ
ကျင်း ပ မည် ြဖစ် သည်။
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and pivot machine translation using Yandex, Baidu and
Bing Translate based on the combined corpus. Indonesian
is presented as one example of translated pivot languages
in this table because the Indonesian achieved the highest
score on the experiments of combined corpus. Compari-
son of the translated Burmese sentence using free online
machine translation services in Table. III, Yandex and
Bing additionally translate the extra words which is the
unnecessary words as “အိမ် ရှင် အ ြဖစ”် (as a host country).
In addition, Yandex and Bing cannot correctly translate
Burmese number, but Baidu provide it such as “1 7 2.”
(English) into “၁ ၇ ၂။” (Burmese).

VII. Conclusion
In this paper, we consider the real-world scenario of

English-to-Burmese sentence level pivot translation with-
out a parallel corpus. The combinations of freely avail-
able machine translation services Yandex-Google, Baidu-
Google, and Bing-Google were done with Asian pivot lan-
guages. The small five English-Burmese parallel corpora
were developed for evaluation. Bing Translate shows better
results than Yandex and Baidu translation services in this
experiment. Generally, for Phrase-based SMT with the
parallel corpus achieved better BLEU and chrF++ scores,
some pivot machine translations without parallel corpus
achieved better RIBES scores and acceptable BLEU and
chrF++ scores. Pivot machine translation achieved bet-
ter performance on the smallest corpus. However, there
remains a major challenge the error propagation problem
of the pivot approach: the errors made in the source-to-
pivot translation will be propagated to the pivot-to-target
translation.
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